Abstract-The integrated circuits (ICs) industry uses a number of technology computer aided design (TCAD) software tools to simulate the manufacturing and the operation of many ICs at different levels. At very low level, the simulation tools are used to simulate the device fabrication and design. These simulation tools are based on solving mathematical equations that describe the physics of doping diffusion, silicon oxidation, etching, deposition, lithography, implantation, and metallization. The simulation of physical etching solves etching equations to calculate the etching rate. And this rate is used to move the geometry of the device. The simulation of non-physical (geometrical) etching is based on geometrical Boolean operations. In this paper, we are proposing new and advanced geometrical etching algorithms for the process simulation of three dimensional (3D) micro electro mechanical systems (MEMS) and MEMS-tunable vertical cavity semiconductor optical amplifiers (VCSOAs). These algorithms are based on advanced domain decomposition methods, Delaunay meshing algorithms, and surface re-meshing and smoothing techniques. These algorithms are simple, robust, and significantly reduce the overall run time of the process simulation of 3D MEMS and MEMS-tunable laser devices. The description of the proposed etching algorithms will be presented. Numerical simulation results showing the performances of these algorithms will be given and analyzed for realistic 3D MEMS and MEMS-tunable laser devices.
I. INTRODUCTION
In our real life, MEMS devices are used almost everywhere. They are used in medicine, automotive industry, sensors industry, telecommunication industry and more. For example, MEMS technology leads to greater safety for automobile drivers. With their super-powerful sensors, MEMS accelerometers can sense when a vehicle has been in an impact; they can even judge the speed and severity of the impact in order to deploy airbags at the right speed and volume.
The iPhone actually uses extensive MEMS technology for many of its applications. Sensitive MEMS accelerometers can be scaled down and incorporated into handheld devices like mobile phones. They allow the phone to sense which way it is being turned and shift the screen from a portrait layout to a landscape layout, for example. They are also responsible for much of the hype about iPhone games, which use gimmicks like shaking the phone in order to roll dice. Cell phone MEMS devices can also be integrated with an electronic compass in order to provide the GPS positioning system that iPhones offer. Because of MEMS' tiny size and versatility this technology can produce everything a consumer could ever want in a phone. Already it has led to cell phone microphones, autofocus actuators, BAW filters and duplexers, projectors, inclinometers, pressure sensors, and Pico-projectors.
Vertical cavity semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) represent a low-cost alternative to existing amplifier technologies. They could be used in fiber-optic communication systems such as metro and access networks [1] , [2] .
The surface-normal operation of vertical-cavity (SOAs) gives rise to many advantages as high coupling efficiency to optical fibers, polarization insensitive gain, the potential to fabricate high fill-factor two-dimensional arrays, and the ability to test devices on wafer [1] - [7] .
Understanding MEMS and MEMS-tunable device fabrications is essential in optimizing design and enabling a more rapid production of mature devices. The 3D MEMS process simulation is a complex and challenging issue. The structures are geometrically complicated and inherently three-dimensional.
The main goal of this paper is to significantly improve, enhance, optimize and extend from two dimensions (2D) to three dimensions the existing geometrical etching algorithms for process simulation of 3D MEMS and MEMS-tunable vertical cavity semiconductor optical amplifiers (MT-VCSOAs) as shown in Fig. 1 . Most of commercial process simulators used worldwide are based on the industry standard two dimensional (2D) process simulator SUPREM-IV [8] or 3D process simulator FLOOPS [9] . SUPREM-IV has been developed by Stanford University in California. In this paper, firstly, we are significantly improving the 2D etching algorithms used in SUPREM-IV. And, secondly, we did extend these 2D etching algorithms to 3D which was another challenging task.
We were, exactly, motivated by solving the following three difficulties: 1) In case of a 2D refined mesh using SUPREM-IV algorithms, a strange ripped nylon mesh is generated after etching as seen in Fig. 2 The main step in these etching algorithms is the Boolean subtraction operation. Our contribution is firstly to solve the difficulty 1. by applying boundary smoothing and re-meshing idea after subtraction operation as can be seen in Fig. 3 . Secondly, we used domain decomposition method (DDM) together with geometrical etching algorithms for the etching simulation of the complex 3D MEMS and MT-VCSOAs. The use of DDM is an excellent remedy to the difficulty in 2. The application of DDM significantly increases the efficiency and reduces the run time of etching simulation and the overall run time of the other process simulations including deposition, implantation, oxidation, and diffusion.
The DDM consists in decomposing the whole 3D structure into different 3D blocks. We could then apply etching algorithms to each block and then merge all the blocks to get the whole 3D structure. Advanced merging algorithms have also been developed and used after etching. They are based on region unions and intersections. The DDM is also very convenient for parallelization. This paper is organized as follows. The second section describes in details the new etching algorithms. The third section presents the 2D and 3D numerical results that validate qualitatively and quantitatively the introduced geometrical etching algorithms. The performance of these etching algorithms are also discussed and analyzed. A comparison of the obtained 3D numerical results with other results found in literature is also presented. Section IV contains conclusions, future work, and recommendations stemming from the work presented in this paper.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE NEW ETCHING ALGORITHMS
Every 2D or 3D semiconductor structure could be defined in terms of geometry, surface mesh, and volume mesh. Geometry represents the gross outline of the structure and the different materials in the structure. We could look at the geometry as a set of regions. And each region is defined by a material. Surface or boundary mesh refers to a set of planar elements (points, edges, or triangles) whose union forms the boundary of the geometry. The volume mesh refers to a set of volumetric elements (as tetrahedral elements) whose union defines the interior and the exterior of the whole device. The basic idea of this paper is to smooth and re-mesh properly the surface of each region of the geometry after a geometrical etching. By doing so, we were successful to solve the difficulty 1. in 2D and 3D.
In this section, we will describe in details the algorithms developed and used to perform the geometrical etching simulations in 2D. The extension of these algorithms to 3D has also been achieved and used.
The geometrical etching algorithm first defines the geometry of the region to be etched. This region is then subtracted from each region of the whole structure. The pseudo-code of the algorithm is given in the Algorithm 1 given below. The main idea behind this etching algorithm is as follows: the intersection i between the etch region e and a region r in the geometry is first computed (line 3 in Algorithm 1). If the etch region is fully enclosed within the geometry region, then, the etch is completed by defining the geometry region to have two boundaries (lines [4] [5] . The outer boundary is the existing boundary of the geometry region and the inner boundary is the etch region's boundary. Our new implementation of the etching algorithm consists in adding a new procedure SmoothBoudary() that will smooth properly these inner and outer boundaries according to some given data from the user. If the etch region completely contains the geometry region, then, the geometry region is completely deleted (lines 6-7). Otherwise, the intersection between the etch region and the geometry region is considered. The geometry region r is to be replaced with the regions that are outside the etch region e. Let I be the set of all the points of the intersection i. Let R be the set of all the points of the geometry region r. Let E be the set of all the points of the etch region e and let P = R -I. The Algorithm 1 below, then, works as follows.
The pseudo-code of the new geometrical etching algorithm (Algorithm 1) is given in the following subsection. First a point p0 of the region r's boundary that is not part of the intersection (member of the set P) is found (line 14). Staring from this point p0, all the other subsequent points of R that are member of P are collected to form a new boundary B until the intersection with the etch region is found (lines 16-20). The collection continuous along the intersection from the set I until the region r is found (lines 21-26). The points of the region r in the set R are then collected until the first point is encountered (lines 27-30). This closed loop then generates a new boundary. This new boundary is then smoothed and re-meshed by calling the new procedure SmoothBoundary() and finally added to the geometry data structure. The procedure continues until all the points of the geometry region r's boundary that belong to P are part of the new boundary (lines 15, 33-34).
A. Pseudo-Code of the New Etching Algorithm
The traditional geometrical etching algorithms [8] - [12] are based on geometrical Boolean operations as region subtractions, region intersections, and region unions. They also incorporate additional supporting algorithms as, geometry validation, mesh quality control after etching, de-looping, removing holes, and making regions convex. In case of moving boundaries, as in physical etching, moving boundaries algorithms [9] - [11] are used to calculate the etching rate (or the velocity of the boundary). In our case, we are not dealing with moving boundaries. 
B. Pseudo-Code of the New Smoothing Boundary Procedures
During etching algorithm, we call the smoothing boundary procedure SmoothBoundary() to smooth and re-mesh the new boundary that we just get. This procedure will split up some or all the long edges of the new boundary according to some criteria and to the user defined parameter . The shape of the geometry is not altered if the long edges are split up. However, what constitutes a long edge? In this algorithm, long edges are judged in 2D according to the original perimeter of the boundary under hand. If an edge of length l_s is bigger than the user specified percentage ( ) of the perimeter or bigger than 3 times the smallest edge of length l_min, then, this edge will be split up. The algorithm 2, given bellow, first calculates the perimeter of the boundary under hand (line 1). Secondly, it finds the smallest edge (line 2). Thirdly, it loops over all the edges of the boundary and checks to see if it is bigger than  × perimeter or bigger than 3 × l_min (lines 3-5).
If it is, then, the procedure SplitEdge() is called to split up the edge (line 6).
The etching and smoothing algorithms rely on many other geometry utility algorithms such as bulk and boundary mesh generation algorithms, algorithms to remove holes and make all the regions convex, algorithms assuring boundary orientation in counter-clockwise manner and other similar utilities.
III. 3D NUMERICAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Using the proposed new geometrical etching algorithms, we were able to solve the 3 difficulties 1. 2. and 3. described above. On the other hand, we were successful to etch efficiently all the complicated 3D structures under hand. 5. if (l_s > 3 × l_min or l_s >  × p ) then 6. Split edge (e); end the convergence of Newton's algorithm used to solve diffusion equations and for the simulation results. By using Algorithms 1 and 2 described above we were able to generate 
IV. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, by using these new geometrical etching algorithms, it is possible to generate accurately complex geometries and meshes for mechanical and electrical simulations of 3D MEMS and MEMS-tunable laser devices. Parallelization of these algorithms could be investigated in future work. a better and high quality mesh as shown in Fig. 3, Fig. 4 , and Fig. 5 . The Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the qualitative and quantitative behavior of the proposed etching algorithms for different realistic and complicated geometries of MEMS tunable VCSOAs and 3D MEMS. The quality of the mesh and the geometry shown in these figures (Fig. 3 to Fig. 5 ) does validate the excellent performance of the proposed etching algorithms. These performances are comparable with those find in [11] for different 3D structures. The size of our obtained meshes are even smaller and better optimized than those in [11] . This is due to the use of the domain decomposition method and the local mesh adaptation.
